This paper describes work on creating elementary trees for adjective and predicative noun families (Barrier, 2002; Barrier and Barrier, 2003) using Metagrammars, for the FTAG grammar (Abeillé, 1991; Abeillé, 2002) . Based on the Candito's work on Metagrammars (Candito, 1996; Candito, 1999a), it adds a fourth dimension, specially designed for word order specification.
The metagrammar compiler
Metagrammars represent a TAG as a multiple inheritance network, whose classes specify syntactic properties. An important aspect of classes is that they are all related to one another. Inheritance enables classes that are logically related to one another to share the behaviors and attributes that they have in common.
Our metagrammar imposes an overall organization for syntactic data and formelizes the well-formedness conditions on elementary tree sketches (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992; Rogers and Vijay-Shanker, 1994) .
Each syntactic property of the hand-written inheritance network -the hierarchy -is declared as a complete syntactic set of partial descriptions. Those partial descriptions can be seen as syntactic constraints (dominance, linear precedence, ...) which may leave underspecified the relation between two nodes -the relation can be further explained by adding constraints in sub-classes of the network.
In concrete terms, data are defined as global variables augmented with specific meta-features, constraining for instance the possible part of speech of a node, or function for argument ones.
Structures sharing the same initial subcategorization frame may only differ in the surface realization of the final syntactic function of the arguments nodes, according to their redistribution.
The hand-written hierarchy was initially divided into 3 dimensions, and has been more recently extended to 4 dimensions (Barrier and Barrier, 2003) : Contrary to (Vijay-Shanker and Schabes, 1992), we do not have explicit lexical rules: diathesis alternations are represented by classes of dimension 2, whereas marked and unmarked cases are represented by classes of dimension 3. Dimension 4 allows to express word order in a directly readable and not confusing way: classes of dimension 1 and 2 were clearly inappropriate (word order has nothing to deal with declaration of grammatical functions), whereas classes of dimension 3 couldn't predict the existence or the lack of another argument.
In order to automatically generate elementary trees, the compiler creates additional classes, named "crossingclasses". Each crossing class inherits from one class of dimension 1, then inherits from one class of dimension 2, and lastely inherits from classes of dimension 3, representing the realizations of every function of the final subcategorization. Classes of dimension 4 are not crossed automatically: all the crossings are declared manually by the metagrammar's writer so that he can only express the crossings, which are necessary. Crossings are accordingly only done when all the relevant classes are involved.
Finally each crossing class is translated into one or more elementary trees, satisfying all inherited constraints. An inheritance hierarchy such as the one shown in Table 1, allows to represent the relevant tree sketch for the english sentence Max gives a book to Peter. It will be compiled out of an initial subcategorization with subject, direct object and indirect object (dimension 1), an active canonical redistribution (dimension2), canonical realizations of subject, direct object and indirect object (dimension 3), and a special word order, specifying indirect object follows direct object (dimension 4).
Dimension 4 (OBJS IO) Class This class will be used when both (OBJ-CAN) and (IND-OBJ-CAN) will appear
The compiler will automatically cross (DI-TRANS), (NO-REDIS), (SUBJ-CAN), (OBJ-CAN) and (IND-OBJ-CAN) classes. As (OBJ-CAN) and (IND-OBJ-CAN) are crossed, (OBJ IO) will also be crossed with the other classes. The resulting tree sketch will be the conjunction of all quasi-tree descriptions contained in each class. The nodes with same variables will unify; the variables with same function will also unfify. Note that the metagrammar compiler makes use of variables as global variables. There is no way to use local variables. Linear precedence can't be expressed without reference to dominance.
The Metagrammar compiler we use was first developed by (Candito, 1999a) in Lucid Common Lisp and has been in part reimplemented in CLISP by (Barrier, 2002) . It generates tree sketches in both XTAG or TAGML2 format with t-feature structures (see below).
Choices and implementation

Linguistics principles and general choices
As mentionned in , FTAG elementary trees respect the following well-formedness principles : ¢ Strict lexicalization: all elementary trees are anchored by at least one lexical element (the empty string cannot anchor a tree by itself) ¢ Semantic consistency: no elementary tree is semantically void ¢ Semantic minimality: elementary trees correspond to no more than one semantic unit ¢ Predicate argument cooccurence principle : an elementary tree is the minimal syntactic structure that includes a leaf node for each realized semantic argument of the anchor(s) Semantic minimality and consistency imply that function words appear as co-anchors.
Most of the linguistic analyses follow those of (Abeillé, 1991; Abeillé, 2002) (except that clitic arguments are substituted and not adjoined), complemented by (Candito, 1999a) . We dispense with most empty categories, especially in the case of extraction. Semantically void (or non autonomous) elements, such as complementizers, argument marking prepositions or idiom chunks are co-anchors in the elementary tree of their governing predicate.
Passive is characterized by a particular morphology, with a substitution node for the auxiliary verb. Causative constructions are analyzed as complex predicates, with a flat structure, with a substitution node for the causative verb.
For oblique complements, we distinguish between aobjects, de-objects, locatives and other prep-objects, depending on the pronominal realization of the complement.
New families for FTAG
We have chosen not to reuse Candito's verbal hierarchy because of inconsistencies: it was not fully documented and hard to understand. Some classes of dimension 3 inherit from classes of dimension 1 or 2, which is normally not allowed by the metagrammar concept. Furthermore, this verbal hierarchy contains some empty classes.
We developed 34 new families: 16 adjectival families allow us to create 2690 tree sketches, whereas 18 support verb families allow us to create over 10.000 tree sketches.
Adjectival families
We regard the adjective as the local head of the adjectival predicate, and consider object predicate's constructions as an alternative of causative constructions. An unique family provides tree sketches for both predicative and attibutive adjectives, so that we can encode relative clauses or clitics for different kind of adjective complements. We describe the concept of subject as the category modified by the adjective. No object function can be found: all the complements of the adjectival predicate are always indirect ones.
Our grammar covers the following types of redistribution : The syntactic realizations covered are canonical position, extraction (cleft and relativized), clitic or nonrealized.
Predicative noun families
The lexical head is only the predicative noun, whereas the support verb is substituted into the tree associated with the noun. This differs from the light verb families from XTAG (and also from the previous versions of FTAG) where the verb and the noun both anchor the tree. An unique family provides tree sketches for support verb constructions and nominal phrases.
Our grammar covers the following types of redistribution : The syntactic realizations covered are canonical position, extraction (cleft, relativized and questionned), clitic and non-realized.
Datasheet for adjective and predicative noun hierarchies can be found at the end of this article. Each page represents Dimension 1, 2 and 3. Dimension 4 is not shown since it is not particular to these hierarchies. It is specially used for clitic word order.
Main difficulties
A typical error consists in encoding more than a class expects. One may de facto limit the syntactic properties sharing. Metagrammars do not exempt from studying syntactic phenomena but force ones to understand what classes share with in terms of syntactic properties.
Since arguments are realized as independent functions the metagrammar's writer not only has to find a way to arrange them correctly inside the tree but has to encode his classes so that they can be reused for another category.
Another place metagrammars and inheritance networks go wild is in making very deep hierarchy. It can be very tedious to look many levels up to the tree to find out what a particular inherited variable is supposed to be: it is easy to create complex hierarchy that is hard to understand, even for the metagrammer's writer who created it. Inheritance, just like many other elements of OOP is just a tool. If the problem calls for it, it seems interesting to use it, but one doesn't see it as a solution to all problems. With proper usage, metagrammars will save the writer from retyping and will show him that different linguistic objects are related.
Current and future work
To take advantage of the hierarchical representation of tree sketches within our metagrammar, we characterize tree sketches as feature structures we call t-feature structures (Abeillé et al., 1999) . While the automatic generation of the grammar insures consistency, errors may still propagate but on a larger scale, with dramatic effects if it remains undetected. These feature-structures keep track of the successive mapping steps that are performed during the genera- Characterizing tree sketches as a combination of features allows us to refer to a set of tree sketches simply by under specifying a feature structure.
It could also be interesting to merge all the hierachies into one. But this will probably be a hard task 1 . Each Metagrammar's writer has indeed his own view of specific problems.
We hope to evaluate our grammar in few weeks by using treebank 'Le Monde' developed at Paris 7 University (Abeillé et al., 2003 
